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BUFO ALVARIUS: AN EXPERIENCE AT THE PEAK OF UNITY AND EXPANSION OF CONSCIOUSNESS 
 

 
 
BUFO ALVARIUS is a natural medicine extracted from the glands of the toad Bufo Alvarius native to the Sonoran 
Desert (Mexico). It is considered the most potent entheogen currently known. It is important to know that when 
extracting the substance from the glands of the toad, the latter does not suffer and it is released into its natural 
environment right after. These toads come out 3 months a year and it is the only species in the world to possess 
this substance. 
 
Its taking is in the form of inhaling the smoke from a glass pipette during the combustion of crystals from extraction 
 
It is a therapeutic-spiritual healing experience of great purity that allows us to regain the memory of who we are. 
The boundaries of identity disappear, like a salt doll that dissolves in the ocean of consciousness producing a 
massive release of accumulated stress and repressed emotions. 
 
The experience lasts between 15 and 20 minutes but the person who lives it loses the notion of time and 
experiences a dizzying feeling of eternity, infinity and unity with all existence. During the experience it is also 
possible to go through moments of great anguish which are the preamble to the encounter with the divine. Those 
moments preceding a total oceanic feeling of communion with oneself and life resemble the sensation of being 
thrown into the void at high speed with a total dissolution of the ego. 
 
Great courage is necessary to live such an experience, those who cross the limit of the death of the ego lose the 
veil of illusion, separation and are totally submerged in the extraordinary experience of unity. 
 
It is necessary to note that these are not vague or subtle sensations, so it is certainly the most powerful and 
profound experience that a human being can experience. 
 
It is an encounter with the absolute, the mystical experience par excellence where the observer merges with the 
observed and the consciousness is aware of itself. With the toad we experience the dimension of the human from 
the divine. 
 
The climax of the experience comes 3 minutes after taking the substance and then occurs a state of immense peace 
and serenity until gradually our ego returns and we recover our usual sensations. 
 
This experience does not change anyone's life, but it does bring a new vision of existence that can help make the 
decision to make significant changes in one's life.  
After the experience it is possible to feel what Stanislav Grof calls a psychedelic "flashback" by referring to the 
possibility of reliving the experience by sleeping the next night, it is an experience of momentary ecstasy where one 
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is possessed by a sense of unity with all things that can be disconcerting at first and cause panic in some people. 
This happens in a tiny fraction of people who smoke this medicine. 
 
At the scientific level we can find in medicine* 5-MEO-DMT, bufotenina and other bioamines that together produce 
a natural and clean experience, far from synthetic and chemical experiments like those produced by the laboratory 
5-MEO-DMT. 
 
There is no possibility of overdose because the number of tritamine receptors of the cells is limited and once 
saturated the body does not accept more "medicine". On the other hand,smoking the substance produced by the 
toad cancels out any  toxicity. 


